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A Newsletter to highlight all the brilliant wellbeing resources that are being shared with our
students this week. The Wellbeing Newsletter is also a platform to illustrate our four
pronged offer in school; #AHSCare, #SelfHelp, #SelfCare and #Support.
Welcome back! We hope you've had an
enjoyable and restful half term, with plenty
of Autumnal goodness!
We are very excited to begin our journey
to gaining the Wellbeing Award with
Award Place, that focuses on changing
the long-term culture of the whole school.
This award is very stringent and will
ensure that that mental health and
wellbeing sit at the heart of our school
community, with current framework
reviewed.
However, we need YOUR help! Please
keep your eyes peeled for a short survey
dropping in your inboxes, in the next
couple of weeks. We wish to reflect on
our progress thus far and look at ways in
which we can improve the wellbeing of
our AHS community. Your help will be
greatly appreciated!
Follow us on Twitter @AHS_Wellbeing so you don't
miss out on the latest updates for all things Wellbeing!
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#SELF CARE

Practical
Sometimes it may feel like there is a lot of
pressure to do everything at once, with the
expectations that may be placed on us by
family, friends, school or work. Setting
healthy boundaries for yourself can help
you from feeling drained and exhausted.

APP OF THE WEEK
Action for Happiness App. Join a
supportive community of 150,000 people
using the Action for Happiness app to get
daily actions and inspiration.

You might want start by thinking about the
activities that matter most to you and
prioritise them. For example, you may be
focused on schoolwork or exams, or you
might be learning a new skill or have an
ongoing interest. You may prefer to have an
evening to yourself every week where you
watch your favourite shows rather than
feeling forced to go out.

#SELF HELP

RESOURCE OF THE WEEK
On My Mind aims to empower young
people to make informed choices about
their mental health and wellbeing. Pages
have been created FOR young people BY
young people.
You can view these using the link below..
https://www.annafreud.org/on-mymind/

ACTION FOR HAPPINESS
This month is ‘New Ways’ November where we encourage you to try something new!
Learning something new or getting involved in an activity that really absorbs and interests
us is great for our wellbeing.
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PARENT RESOURCE OF THE WEEK

Can you spot a bot? Automated accounts are a growing online safety risk on social
media. What do they want, and who controls them? Read the latest guidance from
National Online Safety that tells you lots about bots.
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#SUPPORT
Talking about your thoughts and feelings can help you deal with times when you feel
troubled about something. If you turn a worry over and over in your mind, the worry can
grow. But talking about it can help you work out what is really bothering you and explore
what you could do about it. So who can our students talk to?
Family and friends
Form Tutor/HoY/Teacher
Other services in school....
Wellbeing Worker - we can organise a meeting with the Wellbeing Worker if their
needs cannot be met by the staff in school.
Health Professional - where appropriate we will refer to the school health
professionals. They will advise us and you about the next best steps.
CAMHS - CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services) are specialists in
supporting students who have a Mental Health illness.
Chaplaincy Team - please either phone or email school and ask to speak a member
of the Chaplaincy Team who will phone you back and offer support to you.

...and out of school...
Doctors - if you recognise symptoms of any common mental health problem and are
worried, or if you feel that something isn't right but you can't put your finger on why,
we recommend that you speak to your GP.
Shout 85258 - just text for help at anytime
Crisis line - phone 0800 051 6171 to talk to the mental health crisis team.
Childline - phone 0800 1111 anytime

